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Autotrader used cars under 10000

With 66,933 matching cars under £5,000 available at Auto Trader, we have the largest range of value cars for sale across the UK. See morePage 2Sticking to a tight budget, but still want a lot of used vehicle? Browse our range of cheap used cars for under £500 to find your... See morePage 3: Are you looking for an easy draw hatchback, an economical urban car with a low
insurance group or a sports coupe with some bite, you'll find ... See more Erin Baker finds the best used cars on a budget of £10k - starting with hatchbacks. Check out the gallery Ever here next to you, we'll explore what you can get under £10,000 of used car on the market if new cars available for under £10,000, such as Dacia Duster or Toyota Aygo, don't float your boat.
Meanwhile, Rory Reid, in the video below, goes one step further and picks up his favourite used cars for under £7,000, which is the price of the new Dacia Sandero, the UK's cheapest car. Watch: UK's cheapest new car vs £7,000 Used Gems Good price: £9,781Example ad. See more of the Ford Focus on Auto TraderMe we found a large 2017 1.0-liter Ecoboost Focus spot,
titanium spec, which means air-con, satnav and rear parking sensors. Hook? 34,000 miles, but if you don't make a big mileage, it's average fast. Ford's 1.0-liter Ecoboost engine comes with a variety of power options, but the 125-horsepower work gives you enough boost for fast overs keeping fuel bills low. Focus has always been a legendary handling, no matter what generation
you go to. The interior may be a little worn out, but at that price, we'll swallow a few scratches. Good price: £10,000 Example per ad. See more OF the VW Golf car Trader: 28,000 miles clock, we were tempted by the 2014 SE TSI Bluemotion Golf with a 1.4-liter petrol engine and a VW smooth DSG automatic transmission, bang money for £10,000. You can pay a lot for a used
Golf if you go along the route with bodykit, large engines and high spec including cruise control and tinted glass, but the 1.2- and 1.4-liter engines offer a lot more kick than they used and are ideal for a round city. Lower spec interiors golfs often wear better than their more expensive counterparts. Good price: £9,925 for an ad example. See more of the Mazda3 car Trader.We found
2.0 SE-L Nav for example in 2017 with 49,000 miles of clock, which is a bit high, and Mazdas generally aren't cheap. But here's the thing: Mazdas are brilliantly reliable. We ran the MX-5 almost 100k miles on the clock for years, abused it, and had no problems. The manual gearbox is a pleasure, and the gasoline engine loves to rev and pull hard. It also looks a lot better than
focus. You won't be disappointed. Good price: £9,500 Example of advertising. See more of the Audi A3 Trader.An the Audi A3 for under £10,000 seems like a gamble because it's an expensive car for a premium brand. But if you leave it back From now on, you'll find a good-looking, reliable hatchback with high engines and gearboxes, smart interiors and all creature comforts, if you
don't mind high-ish mileage. We found a shiny black TFSI Sport 1.2 from 2015 with a 40,000 mile clock that is not scary. Sports seats, voice control, USB connection and more. Maintenance and repair bills are more costly than Korean alternatives on this list, but this is a premium sign for you. Good price: 9,520 € example of advertising. See more bmw 1-series Auto Trader.Like the
Audi A3, the BMW 1-series carries a badge surcharge, so you'll have to go back a few years to find a fair purchase for under £10k, but it's totally do-possible: we found 2015 116i Sport with 48,000 miles on the clock. The engineering quality of BMWs shines through, so the five-year-old example still very satisfying to drive, and fuel consumption should soar to about 40-45mpg.
Good price: £10,595 example of advertising. See more vauxhall astra on Auto Trader.The Astra is often overlooked, but thanks in part to the popular Ford Focus and VW Golf, there are very good price and quality examples that have been, and the Astra has great steering and supple suspension. Stay with gasoline engines (if you're not on high daily motorway mileage) less
concerned about reliability, downtown fees and refining. We found 2017 1.4 turbo petrol elite nav trim, a manual gearbox that just crept over £10,000 at £10,595, but after negotiations... Good price: 8,450 €example of advertising. See more of the Hyundai i30 car Trader.We saw a lovely pale-blue, 2016 example for £8,450, with a 1.4-liter petrol engine and 31,000 miles clock.
Hyundais, like Kias, have great reliability of story records and service costs are very reasonable. Brands share engines, transmissions and chassis, but Kias tend to be more popular in the UK in their style. Which means you often get a better deal for a Hyundai colleague. They're coming with a five-year warranty on a new Kia seven-year offer, so look how old you're getting... Good
price: £9,190Example adView more Seat Leon is Auto Trader.If you want an Audi A3 or a VW Golf, but can't quite get what you want on your budget, try a Seat Leon. All three brands are owned by VW Group, so give out engines and parts. You just can't quite get the same class interior or style, but we found a lovely 2016 TSI SE 1.4 example with 33,000 miles, metallic paint and a
high-end technology package including Bluetooth, DAB, satnav and one owner new, for under £10,000. Good price: £9,262 example of advertising. See more mini hatch on Auto Trader.Yes there are cheaper hatches out there, and you'll pay for an extra chic urban style, but why not? The minis remain a delight of their own, and we found the 2016 1.2-litre Mini One with cream
leather steering wheel and chrome and carbon trim for £9,262. It's the barber, you want that stuff. Minis have BMW engines, gearboxes and bases that you don't buy a donkey, but running costs are not the cheapest. Popular and Recommended Cheap Cars Please contact our support team for help. Thank you! Our engineers are investigating your problem. Incident number:
18.1cbb1002.1608847468.5e04fc19 Please contact our support team for help. Thank you! Our engineers are investigating your problem. Incident number: 18.1cbb1002.1608847469.5e0505fd There are many great used cars on the market that can be bought on a budget without sacrificing quality. Based on reliability ratings, fuel economy and availability of second-hand car
market, here are some of the best used cars you can find for under $10,000. All of these vehicles are easy for your wallet and offer a variety of advantages depending on your style, from great cargo to usefulness to fun and athletic style. Kia SoulKia Soul has a fun, boxy silhouette that immediately stands out from other hatchbacks. With lots of cargo space and seats up to five, the
Kia Soul has a lot of practical utility when it comes to moving you and your stuff where it needs to go. The combination of excellent gas mileage and improved safety features in all model years in Seoul makes for a reliable choice of used car at any price point. Soul has three trim levels: Base, Plus and Exclaim, so you have many options for browsing a used car. While you'll find
many newer models of Kia Soul for sale for less than $10,000, people who don't mind a slightly older vehicle may be saving even more by choosing an economical 2013 Kia Soul. The Honda AccordThe Honda Accord has a reputation for reliability and the 2011 model remains one of the top midsize used cars available for under $10,000, according to AutoTrader. It combines a
comfortable cabin with smooth handling that any driver can appreciate. Each accord generation has an attractive design and impressive reliability. Plus, with SUVs becoming increasingly popular everyday for family cars, you can often find a big discount on used midsize sedans like the Accord.Ford FocusFord Focus is a popular compact car of choice. Its current generation has
been in production since 2011, with the athletic update debuting in 2015. Whether you're looking for a used car that's only a few years old, or don't mind an older model if it's reliable, focus is a great choice. Choose a classic sedan or practical hatchback version, depending on how much space you need. You can also find premium features at an affordable price, searching for the
used Focus SE, featuring fun extras such as rear parking sensors and sporty exterior design. Hyundai ElantraHyundai Elantra is a great compact car that comes in two different body style: a classic sedan and stylish Elantra offers an additional benefit to the five-year, 60,000-mile basic warranty that helps ensure your used car is looked after by its former owner. This is especially
important if you are interested in one of the newer Elantra models, which you can find in almost a new condition thanks to this incredible warranty. For Mazda Mazda3 Drivers looking for something sporty and sporty with a powerful engine, the Mazda Mazda3 is a great budget option. The Mazda3 gets 29 mpg on the road and 22 mpg for city driving and also has good reliability and
safety across the board. Later generations of the Mazda3 can also offer premium drive with dynamic handling and high quality interior for under $10,000. Since all Mazda3 models were at a relatively low price when they were first released, many people are now reselling their used Mazda3 at very affordable prices. Toyota AvalonToyota is known for its reliable vehicles and Toyota
Avalon is one of its most popular and affordable midsize sedas. Avalon has a great reputation for being reliable and cheap to maintain. Its exquisite exterior, spacious luxury interior and spacious trunk are all great reasons to choose the used Avalon as your next budget vehicle. Avalon also has a powerful V-6 engine with 268 horsepower, solid gas mileage and incredible safety
ratings. While older year models at Avalon are not the most up-to-air technology, you can still enjoy premium craftsmanship and quality construction at surprisingly low prices. The Honda FitThe Honda Fit is a good match for anyone looking for a subcompact vehicle hatchback style. Fit's spacious interior, high reliability rating, impressive fuel economy and versatile features make
this car one of the best options for families looking for a vehicle for under $10,000. Fit works well in the city with a driving inline-four cylinder engine and comfortable features such as cruise control, electric windows, power locks and good air conditioning. Drivers who don't need a superpowered engine can find a lot of affordable Honda Fits on the market, which makes for a great
everyday driver. Toyota Prius According to WhatCar, if fuel efficiency is important to you, the early models of the Toyota Prius are some of your best options if you're looking for a car for under $10,000. Getting used in a Prius is an affordable way to drive a hybrid car that gets the same size mileage as both highway and city driving. The Prius is a reliable choice, known for its long
life and excellent driving even with high mileage. While the Prius is not the most powerful engine available at this price point, it is ideal for drivers who appreciate the comfort of their spacious interior, functional cargo space and excellent handling. Prius's top trims include fun features such as navigation, automatic headlights, Bluetooth and rear view OutbackIf you need a utility
station wagon at an affordable price, keep an eye on older models in the Subaru Outback. It has many great features of an SUV, such as an all-wheel drive and rugged features driving in all kinds of weather. Outback is a great car for people who want a lot of cargo space for camping, sports and outdoor adventure. If you're looking for a used car for under $10,000, you want
something reliable that also meets your priorities, whether you're looking for safety, comfort or performance. All the cars on this list have different strengths, but generally offer a number of well-rounded features for affordable ride.Information and research in this article verified by ASE certified Master Technician Duane Sayaloune YourMechanic.com. For feedback or requests for
correction, please contact us at research@caranddriver.com.Sources //www.whatcar.com/news/best-used-hybrid-cars-and-the-ones-to-avoid/n15841 //www.caranddriver.com/news/a29555369/new-honda-fit/ This content was created and maintained by a third party and imported from this page to help users submit their e-mail address. For more information about this and similar
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